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Introduction and experimental procedure

The process of powders compaction is dependent

upon a number of factors : method of compaction (die or isostatic

pressing), ductility, powder shape and size distribution, de-airing.

. Among these parameters, powder shape has only been taken into

account in a few studies. Therefore two carbonyl nickel powders of

the same purity, one spherical, the other of very irregular shape,

were isostatically compacted at pressures from O,5 to 13 Kbars

(50 - 1300 MN/m2 ) with two compacting speeds : 1 Kbar/s and

1 Kbar/15 s.

The next table gives a summary of the two powders

properties.

Powders

Ni 435

Ni 123

Granulome try

Y
Y

Shape

Spherical

Irregular

02
ppm

940

820

C
PF«

705

725

S
ppm

140

< 20

Specific
Area

0,33m2/g

0,44m2/g

Tap
density

%

38,42

38,04



Density - Compacting pressure

•The density of compacts was determined with

stereology (quantitative microscopic analysis) and weighing. The

two methods were found to be in very good agreement.

(1) NI 435 high speed

(2) Ni 435 low

(Si Ni 123 high speed

(4) NI 123 low

Log P_

0 1 2

Repression de compactage en kbars

Pv : porosité en volume
D: densité à la oression P

c
Dt'- densité à la pression 0

The results (fig.l) were interprated from

Bracpools équation P — K £ n (fig.2) Owing to this interpre-

tation, we can distinguish for each powder, two stages in the

compacting process, each one characterized by different values

K and n

High compacting speed Low compacting speed

1 STAGE

2 STAGE

Ni 435

n = - 1,36

n = - 0,92

Ni 123

n = - 1,33

n = - 1,00

1 STAGE

Ni 435

n = 1,32

Ni 123

n = 1,52



The results comparaison for the two powders shows

off two important facts :

- at equivalent compacting pressure, the irregular

shaped powder is more densified than the spherical one.

- the change from the first stage of ccmpaction to

the second occurs for a lower compacting pressure in the case of

irregular shaped powder : 5,1 Kbars (Ni 123) , 5,6 Kbars (Ni 435).

These observations come from a partial interpéné-

tration of the irregular powder particles before an important plastic

deformation occurs. This phenomenon is more important at low

compacting speed which favours the rearrangement.

Electrical resistance
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4.

• The electrical resistance of a green compact is

mainly bound to two factors :

- impureties

- contact areas between powder particles

With the help of a simplified model (2) we have
p . ._. ..2.A

hold up an équation ^ — ̂  [\ P '^ (fig.4)

1 STAGE

2 STAGE

Ni 435

n = - 1,OO

n - - O,66

Ni 123

n = - O,7O

n = - O,61

The results comparaison for the two powders has

allowed us to show off a very clear difference of their, electrical

resistance corroborating the preceding assumption of a partial inter-

penetration of the irregular shaped powder leading to a more important

contact area and a lower electrical resistance.

Tensile strength :

In order to corroborate the part of the powder

particles contact areas, wo have studied the tensile strength evolution

in function of the compacting pressure.

log Rr X : NM23

• : Ni 435

log Pc

n 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 0,2 0,4 0,6 0,8 V



results :

areas.

5.

Two factors permitted us to interpretate the

- the variation of the metallical particles contact

- the nature of the attractive junctions between

raetallical particles.

A simple calculation - (2) from a simplified model induced us to the

equation Rr — (\ "P

The results comparaison for the two powders has

completely corroborated the electrical resistance results.

Stored energy during the compacting process^

These measurements have been carried out with

a microcaloriraeter M.C.B.

The results (3) has shown off that the spherical

shaped powder is cold-worked since low pressures.

On the other hand in the case, of the irregular

shaped powder, we have not observed any phenomenon before very

high pressures (23 Kbars).

The next figure presents results for the two

powders for a sane compacting pressure (4 Kbars)
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Ni 123 400 MN/m2



This very important difference comes also from

the variation of the powder particles contact areas.

Conclusion :

Powders shape which can first look like a

secondary factor, for example in the case of density compacting

pressure curves,reveals itself from electrical resistance, tensile

strength and microcalorimetric measurements a very important factor

to characterize a green compact.
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